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Abstract 

Several observers have zpeculated1'2'3 that the 
simultaneous presence of diffusion processes and the 
beam-beam interaction may lead to enhanced diffusion 
or beam loss greater than that present with either 
diffusion or the beam-beam interaction alone. To 
test those idea3 we have developed analytical and 
numerical methods to estimate the magnitude and 
variation of this enhancement. We find substantial 
agreement between simulation results and our 
theoretical model that describes diffusion 
enhancement caused by a major resonance located 
within the beam. In this paper, we present results 
of beam-beam simuiationz with random diffusion which 
systematically cover fractional tune3 between 0.0 and 
0.5 and tune shifts between 0.0 and 0.10. Our 
theoretical model is tested systematically, and is 
found to provide an adequate approximate description 
of the phenomena. 

Equations of Motion and Simulation 
Procedures 

In the simulation3 below, hundreds of particle 
orbits are tracked through thousand3 of turns. 
Transport about one turn is simulated as the product 
of two matrix multiplications: 
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We have approximated the beam-beam interaction 
as a "zero-length" - "weak-strong" interaction, 
where "zero-length" means a truncation of the 
interaction to a velocity tick and "weak-strong" 
meanz the force produced by the opposite "strong" 
beam is unchanged from turn to turn. The above 
transformation is equivalent to integration of the 
equation of motion 
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For F(x) we have used the 1-D truncation of the 
force from a round gauszizn beam 
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TP 
sisulgtiqn conditions and the parameter3 

0 =(.0816) mm and B=2m are chosen to,,agree with 
expected Tevatron pp c$llizion conditions. 

A tune at small amplitudes V and the matched 
small amplitude betatron amplitudg B can be found by 
noting that as x+0, the beam-beam fo%e becomes 
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-4nAv Ax*=- x (4) 
$0 

and the transformations of Equation 1 are now linear. 
V and B are found by considering the linear 
t&nsforma?ion from the center of an interaction to 
the next, obtaining 

co.3 2"Vo = CO~(ZTTU) - 2nAv sin (27nJ) (5) 

f3, sin 27rvo = 6 sin 2m. (6) 

The parameter values for the simulations below 
are set by the following procedure: B is set equal 
to the value of 2m for all cases. An asproximate for 

v* is 
80, 8.45). 

set to a "bench mark" value (O., 0.05, 
The parameter Av is then set to one of 

the values (0.0, 0.005,0.01...0.10) and v is set by 
l"vo* - Au. The precise value of v is found from 
Equation 5, and Equation 6 is 'used to find the 
transfer matrix value of (3. 

In each simulation a set of initial particle 
positions is generated randomly within a bigaussian 
distribution and then transported through 200,000 
turns, with a random diffusion Mck on each turn. 

Random diffusion is simulated by adding a random 
velocity on each turn 

x*+x'+ AR (7) 

where R is a random number between -1 and +l and A is 
an amplitude parameter. In the simulations reported 
in this note A is chosen with a size that doubles rms 
beam size within a few hundred thousand turns. This 
is larger than the expected random diffusion from 
beam-gas scattering, RF noise and power supply ripple 
in the Tevatron. The larger size is deliberately 
chosen to display noticeable effects in reasonable 
computer times. 

The diffusion expected from a given value of A 
can be calculted. The change in emittance E is 

.&p($ +pq = r,n2z D, 
(8) 

In the simulations the quantity 
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is calculated for a set of particle trajectories 
every 2000 turns. A straight line least squares fit 
for E(t) is calculated to find a diffusion constant D 
which differs from Do by the enhancement factor 

%' 

D = %Do. (9) 
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Simulation Results 

Fig. 1 shows the effect of increasing the 
beam-beam interaction strength when the diffusion 
processes are present. Weak beam-beam interactions 
do not effect the diffusion. But beam-beam 
interactions stronger than a threshold value can 
double the diffusion. The threshold occurs when AV 
includes a low order resonance. 

Table 1 and Figure 2 show a complete set of 
enhancement values for fractional tunes from 0.0 to 
0.5 and tune shifts from 0.0 to 0.10. Two hundred 
particles were tracked for 200,000 turns. Those 
results combined with Fig. 3 (see also references 
5,6,7) can be summarized. 

major 
1. % can be substantialiy greater than 1 if a 

low order resonance (l/4, l/6, l/8) is withi 
the tune spread V to V + AV. The greatest enhancement 
is found for the lowest order resonances. 
for V,* I 0.30 and AV = 0.06 on Table 1.1 

'c& = 6.39 

2. C&E is independent of Do. 

3. The development of the rms increase in beam 
site depends on the location of the resonance within 
the tune spread. If the resonant tune is near V, the 
enhancement is due to a few particles kicked to large 
amplitudes. If not, the enhancement is distributed 
more uniformly. 

Diffusion Enhancements and Betatron 
Function Mismatch 

In these simulations, the transport parameters 
are chosen such that motion of small amplitude 
particles is approximated by the linear matrix with 
B-function B and tune v =v** Very large 
amplitude part?Eles would have ~o:otiofl corresponding 
to B, V and these will not equal B,, V . Other 
particles would have effective values between' 15 and 
B 

0’ 
V and V 

0’ 

Our formula for unperturbed diffusion 

should be replaced by 

B. = <B> <Ae’> (10) 

where <i% is a mean %-function value. We expect that 
aE would be given by 

(11) 

In the simulations B>B for V >.25 and B<g for 
V <.25 (see Table II, Refgrence 5)';' As can be 'seen 
f?om Table I, values of oE for Vo>0.25 and AV 
relatively large show aE<l as expected and those with 
V <.25 show a >I. This distortion is particularly 
l%ge for V-+O.OEwhere <D> >> 8 and for v *.5 where 
<ED << 8 . The magnitudes of I$ are in agrgement with 
that e&p&ted from Equation 10, except for cases with 
large resonances. 

Resonance Analytical Model of Diffusion Enhancement 

We have previously presented a model' to 
describe this enhancement which we investigate more 
thoroughly in this note. In this model we note that 

particle motion is significantly distorted by 
resonances, leading to changes in pr'cicle amplitudes 
I, where 

X2 X.2 

I= q+B, -jy (12) 

Particle amplitudes which reach the lower 
boundary of a resonance, IT by random diffusion can 
reach the much larger amplitude I +2A by 
infinitesimal diffusion kick. (A isTthe resonanzz 
half-width.) The resonance places the amplitudes IT 
and I +2A adjacent so that diffusion moves rms 
partic e amplitudes by 2A when IT is reached. T 

We have defined rms emittance by 

X2 BOXY2 
+ - > = 6 <I> 

E=3C’B, 2 
(13) 
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Diffusion en:nancement by resonances modifies Do 
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where m/N is the rate at which particles reach the 
threshold IT. 

m/N can be estimated by considering the change 
in the particle distribuution caused by random 
diffusion. The initial distribution is gaussian: 

f(I) S exp(-I/IO) (15) 

To estimate particle flux at IT we calculate the 
change in the number of particles with I<1 
obtaining T' 
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i /I is the same as 
w%t?en as 

to/a 
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Equation (15) can be 

& 2, ft i 
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(17) 

% can 
measured 

now be calculated provided IT and A can be 
on the phase-space trajectory plots of 

Reference 7 or calculated in the single resonance 
model.' In the Appendix of Reference 8 we describe 
this calculation. The two methods are in good 
agreement. In Table 2 we compare measured 
enhancement factors with calculated values from this 
model. 
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In Table 2 enhancement factors for l/4, l/6 and 
l/8 resonances are calculated and compared with 
simulation results. In Ythese, the measured I 
calculated A are used. The calculated are no 
corrected for the shift in 8 noted above. 72 T T is shift 
increases 
for w>O.25, 3 

for tiO.25, Av large and decreases wE 
w large. The calculated values have 

included only the lowest order resonances and are 
very sensitive to small errors in the threshold IT. 
The simulation values are subject to statistical 
fluctuations in the small subset of particle orbits 
which are in the resonance region. Calculated and 
simulation 

4 
agree to within -10 to 20%, as shown in 

Table 2. his is within expected errors and shows 
that our theoretical model describes the difussion 
enhancement and can predict its magnitude. 

o.‘m 2.> L.L, 1.9, 2.11 I.79 O.!m “31 

o.ca5 I.77 1.56 &IO L.W I.* 1 .o, 0.76 

o.cea 1.7, I.9 I .6, f.,, ,.,, 0.97 0.70 

c..P,J 1.4, 1.9 L.“I L.LI 1.7, 1.0) D.,, 

O.P70 I.37 1.90 L.,, 0.9, ,.a- L.0, WJ, 

0.065 L .1 ,.,6 I.9 L.c.3 a.77 0.93 0.n 

0.060 I.3 L.f.2 1.9 L.10 6.X 0.a 0.76 

a.ox ,.yt L.ZB L.59 L.LB 6.M 1.07 CL,, 

o.op 4.w ,.,I ,.I, *.((I I.,, L.,, 0.90 0.96 0.42 

0.V.) L.86 ,.I, 1.00 ‘1.03 0.56 0.9, L.11 0.91 0.36 

O,b10 L-70 t.** I.19 t.a r.,o 0.97 Lab 0.96 0.36 

O*OIJ *.p 1.6 I.37 1.65 fJ.97. O.pl I.22 0.92 o.?u 

O.OP I a.5 ,.,a 1.3 ‘.Lb I.**‘ 0.e L*.l 1.01 0.70 
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